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Rated 1 out of 5 by paddy1 from Installer errorthumbprint.exe and then when i try to install photoscore ultimate v2 this pops up....i am unable to install any program i have downloaded.Google is getting ready for the next version of Android: Android 7 Nougat. While Android Nougat will be a bug fix, a security update and feature update rather than an entirely new version of the operating system, Google is getting
ready to get the devices ready for the new Android in the coming months. So, it looks like Google will roll out new Nexus devices pretty soon, based on previous leaks. New Android 7 devices will be powered by Snapdragon 820 and Samsung will also change its SoC business for the new version as well, according to a new report from Reuters. And while we would like to see the new Nexus devices in the coming

weeks, it looks like Google has some information on the Huawei Nexus smartphones in the form of a 3D model. According to 3D models leaked on Reddit, the design of the new Nexus phones looks to be very similar to the new Mate 9 smartphone. A new leak from China claims that the upcoming Nexus phones will be announced at the Google I/O conference in June. So, Google will hold its event in just under a
month. We believe that we will see the Nexus 5X, 6P and Nexus 6P models announced at the Google I/O conference in June. Android Nougat will bring to the table improved support for things like Vulkan, GameStream, screen casting, improved haptic feedback, support for Variable Bit Rate Audio, Split screen support, removable battery, better Doze mode, adaptive brightness and more. SOURCE: ReutersQ:
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